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Hamster cages large

Hamsters are often great first pets for children, but they are a really great pet for people of all ages. Ideal for smaller dogs or a person who does not have time to care for a dog or cat, hamsters are easy to care for and provide a lot of joy for the people who breed them. Of course, hamsters are not maintenance-free; they require food,
water, attention and regular cleaning of cages. Speaking of cages, your pet's cage is the most important investment you make for the health and well-being of your hamster. There he spends most of his time eating, sleeping, playing and, well... removal of waste. So you want a cage that is a lot of size for exercise and getting rich. We
looked at dozens of hamster cages to identify the best. We found the complicated cages that ruin your hamster for basic cages that give your hamster everything he needs and everything in between. Whatever you're looking for, we found it for you. In the early stages of our research, we found Prevue Pet Products Universal Small Animal
Home and it remained our best choice throughout. With plenty of space and included accessories, this is a cage for a hamster that does its part to keep her healthy and happy. Top 5 Hamster Cages *Ratings are from Amazon at the time of release and can change our top choice: Prevue Pet Products Universal Small Animal HomeThe
Prevue Pet Products Universal Small Animal Home is all your furry friend needs to make your home their home. It has a large tubby-style base that can easily accommodate her bedding and fitness equipment as well. He even has a pedestal and ramp to have a better view of the outside world, and when he wants privacy and isolation
from the feeling than he would be all alone, even in a crowded house, he can retreat back to a solid wall. The wire spacing is set 3/8 inches apart, which means there is plenty of ventilation without extra space to try to swing. There's a door at the top and one at the front, so it's even easier to get and clean the cage. And there are handles
on either side of the cage, which makes it easier for him to transport as needed. With over 200 customer reviews on Amazon, you can find the rating pretty reliable and that makes its rating, 4.7 stars, all the more impressive. In fact, 96% of customers gave this positive rating and that makes your chances high. Prevue Pet Products
Universal Small Animal Home Key Features:32.5'' L x 19'' W x 17.5'' H2 large entry doors6.25 tubby baseOur Runner Up Pick: Midwest Critter Nation with StandThe Midwest Critter Nation with Stand Stand With Stand Stand Is plentiful in size and wheel, with a storage shelf underneath which you can store food, delicacies and bedding.
Full width double doors that you have easy access and cleaning. Choose a one- or two-tier setting, or if you already have a single-layer configuration but want to add another standard of living to another pet, an add-on is also available. This cage has full-sized double doors that facilitate access with your fur buddy and a leaked pan that
ensures that cleaning the cage does not mean cleaning the surface of the cage. There are four locking wheels that make him easy to move, and assembling this from the box is as easy as it can be; no extra tools are required. The 0.5-inch wire gap gives him optimal ventilation, so you can also be sure that he is breathing comfortably. This
hamster cage has a huge number of customer reviews, almost 2,000! And with so many people choosing to like the cage well enough to come back and leave a review, it definitely gives credibility to Amazon.Midwest Critter Nation's 4.2-star rating with stand-key features: One pan, one adjustable shelf and one ramp with cover36L x 25W x
38.5H1 year warrantyBest Budget Pick: Ware Manufacturing Home Sweet Home Pet Cage for Small AnimalsWare Manufacturing Home Sweet Home Pet Cage for Small Animals is an incredibly affordable hamster cage , which bypasses clocks and whistles and goes straight to necessities. It's an ideal choice if you want your do-it-yourself
hamster cage and have complete control over which accessories you include, as well as their location in the cage. This £7 cage made of heavy plastic procedures 28 x 17 x 15.5 inches. It has chewing gum-resistant powder-coated yarn and a large front door opening. Plus, it has surround sleet to improve ventilation, so your hamster can
enjoy as comfortable as possible in their new home. Cleaning this hamster cage could not be easier thanks to stain and odour-hardening materials. Since it is made of sturdy plastic, you also do not have to worry about a strong cleaning of the cage. As you've noticed now, this cage may look simple, but in reality it offers a number of
striking features that hamster moms and dads will surely appreciate! Ware Manufacturing Home Sweet Home Pet Cage for Small Animals Key features:Large front opening doorHeavy duty plasticEasy to CleanBest Large Hamster Cage: Living World Deluxe HabitatBest Large Hamster Cage Living World Deluxe HabitatHamster cage with
a hamster cage large enough for each training need, explore living world deluxe habitat.Everything you need for safe living in a hamster or small animal, Living World Habitat Deluxe is a hybrid cage with a plastic base and a higher wire frame , which provides plenty of ventilation. This means that while you can feel good about how much
air is circulating in and through the cage, you still give I'll bring a dark foundation to retire when It's a bit overwhelming for him. In addition, that plastic base is much easier to remove from his waste when it is time to clean. The food container is a tip-resistant design that attaches to the balcony floor, making it even harder for your furry friend
to wreak havoc. He even has a haystack if you decide to give it to him. (While your hamster may not like it as much as bigger rodents, it's still a great addition to its diet to include more fiber.) Amazon has a whopping 3,260 customer reviews, and you know this cage has fans. In fact, 90% of these thousands of reviews are positive, so you
can expect that you are also in the majority of satisfied customers. In fact, these over 3,000 reviews have given this cage a total rating of 4.5 stars. Living World Deluxe Habitat Key features: Plastic base and upper wire frameBalcony with access to ramp46-8/9 long, 22-4/5 wide, 24 highBest Dwarf Hamster Cage: Favola Hamster
CageBest Dwarf Hamster Cage Favola Hamster Cage A highly valued cage for your sweet dwarf hamster, try this Favola cage equipped with everything they need. Just because your dwarf hamster is small doesn't mean their cage should be! The dwarf hamster should be given plenty of space to live a long and healthy life. Our choice of
the best dwarf hamster cage on the market is definitely Favola Hamster Cage. This two-storey cage offers the hamster plenty of space to explore and play. Your well-air-conditioned and comfortable pet can easily climb between floors thanks to a well-designed plastic ramp. It includes everything you need: a food container, hiding, a 5.5inch training bike, a play pipe connection gate to other hamster cages, and even a bottle of water. You'll be glad to hear that it's also easy to clean when the middle plastic part is removed from the base and there's a door on the top panel. With over 800 customer reviews on Amazon, this hamster cage has earned a very respectable
overall rating of 4.3 stars. Customers especially love how easy it is to clean and the fact that the lates are strong enough to prevent fleeing artists. They have also been impressed that the deep pan allows for hamster bedding, but also offers them plenty of opportunities to dig. Favola Hamster Cage Key features: Includes all essential
accessoriesAll storiesEasy clean Who should buy Hamster CageIf you have a hamster, you need a place for him to live. In addition to needing a place to live, you need to find a place where you can put him in a safe place and that allows you to take your eyes off him. You can't be there to make sure he's acting all the time, so the cage
has to be safe and safe to escape. Placing them on the ball will lead to him adventures, it's true, but that's it. also creates a lot of messes that you can clean up (both where he rolls and in the possible urine trail he leaves behind). Depending on how many hamsters you have and how badly you want to ruin them, you can even consider
getting two hamster cages and connecting them through pipes. If you don't have a hamster at the moment, you might want to consider getting one (or more). They are a wonderful addition to your family which is not a particularly high maintenance. (And maybe you could use some minor maintenance in your life.) In fact, the hamster is a
wonderful first pet for your child, who can start teaching them about the responsibility of pets and even serves as a test if you are just not sure if your child is old enough for a larger, needy pet. So if your child has eavesdropping on you for a puppy, the hamster may be the first step in proof to you that he can handle the responsibility. (And
if they're not ready, the hamster isn't so much work that you get caught.) Important features to consider in the Hamster cage should have a few important features. Here's what to consider when choosing a cage for your hamster: Wire cage. Wire spiders give you a good view of the hamster as he continues his daily activities, and they give
a lot of good ventilation to your hamster. But there are a few things you want to watch out for. Make sure the space between the wires is not too far apart, otherwise you may need to add netting to your cage to escape proof of that and definitely check which cord is covered to prevent your hamster from getting into something toxic. Plastic
bags. In addition to cleaning a plastic cage without worrying about how much exposure it gets and whether it rusts or not, the plastic cage often gives you an unobstructed view of your little one without all the wires that make you squint and turn your head. You need to make sure that there are still a lot of holes or crevices in the cage to
make sure the little one gets enough air circulation. You also want to make sure you have a good way to unpack or clean the cage, but most are just about cleaning it when it's empty. Hose. An adventurous hamster, a complex pattern of tubes in which the hamster can crawl, surely entertain and please him. You can even really pamper
him and set him up for access to different areas of your house through these pipes. You can expand his cage size by attaching a tube that takes him to a completely different cage. The potential of the pipes is almost endless. But you don't have any of these options for you without first buying a cage that is compatible with these tubes.
Adventure habitats. In addition to tubes, you can attach all kinds of adventure environments to him to explore. (Some require hoses, but typically come with the necessary pipes Some are attached and disconnect mobile fun. With this, you can take a small part of his cage with you wherever you want. If you are just going to spend the day
outdoors, but do not trust that he will not run away from you, this method allows you to let him get some fresh air without losing him. Exercise equipment. No matter what you choose for your hamster cage, you need to develop a plan from the start of what your hamster has available to get a workout. If you're going to make extensive
tubes, it might be a source of exercise, but it's not very funny, is it? The bike is a traditional addition, and you'll find plenty of hamster cages that come with the built-in, but even if they're not included in the price, you still need to make sure the cage is big enough for you to add it later. Travel. You may be able to leave your hamster alone
much longer than your other pets, but if you travel frequently, you will love that you can take him with you from time to time. It's complicated if you don't have a travel cage. It could look different for different people and hamsters. You may have a cage specifically designed for traveling, such as our budget choice, or you can choose a cage
with handles that you can remove from add-ons and accessories and just take the whole cage with you. They even sell hamster purses, but we warn that hamsters that are kept in a cloth bag for long periods of time are very likely to start chewing on it to create a fluffy bed or just to escape. FAQS are hamster cages and what do they do?
A hamster cage is the place for your hamster to travel or live. It's pretty simple in its concept, but in practice you have so many options that it can confuse the mind. You can create your own cage practically anything. Considering that hamsters are rodents, remember that their standard of living is not too high. But your pet's standards can
be – and it's a great view for your pet. You can reuse the tote and add wire pages or mesh, adding his equipment and accessories inside, or you can do the same with a square fish tank. In fact, some of the most skillous cages we have seen began as aquariums or as a habitat for lizards. However, the easiest solution is to buy only a cage
with everything you need. This means finding a cage for a particular hamster or small animal. Just make sure you get the right size as needed. If your hamster spends a lot of time loose or in its action ball, a smaller cage is not the worst thing. But if your hamster is always in his cage, you want to make sure you get it big enough for him.
What's the best cage in a hamster? The recommended minimum size of a hamster cage is usually 12 and 24 and additions have been added to provide exercise. on the size requirements of the hamster cage naturally, the size and breed of the hamster. A dwarf hamster may not need quite as much space as a more active Syrian hamster.
The need is, of course, relative. They may only need 12 x 24, but the real answer to the best size of the hamster is that the bigger the better. Some say you should have at least 450 square intin floor space so he can run and give him enough exercise. The good news is that the figure includes two or three floors or hoses of a medium-sized
cage. Just be careful when expanding the cage with tubes or add-ons to make sure your joints are safe and that your little buddy can't get out. What do hamsters need in their cages? Most of your hamster's life is spent in his cage, and as he gets older, you have to make sure you give him everything he needs every day of his life. This
means that you need to give him some kind of bedding, which will both help prevent the smell when he uses the bathroom, and give him a cushion to create a nest for himself. He also needs water 24/7, so make sure he has a bottle of water that he can always get into. You also have to give him food. As a general case, hamsters do not
get on the feeding schedule, so you just need to make sure that he always has food as well. And make sure you check these often to keep him trapped. If you decide to do it, make sure it is lifted from the ground so that he does not urinate on it. The house inside his cage to provide him with a place to sleep without being disturbed by the
outside world also goes a long way to his satisfaction. In addition to the basic requirements, his demands to live a happy life are a little more according to personal preferences. No doubt he needs some kind of exercise, but how much you let him do it is up to you. You can give him a hamster wheel so he can run in, and he will certainly
appreciate it, or you can go in detail and buy add-ons and tubes and all kinds of exercise equipment for him. Are cages bad for hamsters? Hamster cages aren't usually bad for hamsters. In fact, the ventilation that provides them can be good for them. Of course, you need to make sure that the wires are set correctly so that the hamster
does not escape, and you want to make sure that they are not coated with any paint or material that is dangerous for your hamster to chew. The biggest thing you want to look at is a wire-based cage. The best wire cage has a plastic base, which means it's easier for you to clean, without leaks, and that your hamster has a darker place to
retire when the exterior becomes overwhelming for him. But for your hamster, wire flooring is dangerous. They just can't get their feet stuck. (and you may not know it for days if you don't pay special attention), but they can only damage their feet by standing on wire floors for too long. The other hamster cages we checked, we looked at 45
other cages for your hamster. Even though they didn't make our top 5 hamster cage lists, they are the best of the others and each is still a great option for your hamster. The information you need to compare each is included in the list. Wire Cages for HamstersAmazonBasics Pet HabitatYou has everything you need with this basic hamster
cage with three sizes and a 1 year warranty. Key features: 3-size cages available From theIncludes platform and rampFeeding bowl, drip-free water bottle and hay guard includedCost: $200BESAZW Large Hamster CageIf you want a bigger space for your hamster or lift more than one animal, this large cage has two levels and also
includes a sliding and impeller to ensure your pets get plenty of exercise. This cage is suitable for larger hamsters, such as gold or Syrian hamsters. Key features: 18.5 x 11.8 x 11.8Sopii for large hamsters Plastic includes a slide and running wheelEasy to assemble car handle for easy portabilityCost: $38Ferplast Hamster CageThe
Ferplast Hamster Cage includes large play areas, which ensure that your pet has plenty of room to roam, and is equipped with tubes that allow your hamster to explore and run. Key features: Included tubes for exercise Plastic base with top wire mesh structure Internal baseEasy cleans11.61 x 14.76 Cost: $50Ferplast Hamster Cage 2
floor structureThis Ferplast Hamster Cage consists of a two-story structure that provides more space for your hamster to explore. It's made of durable plastic to ensure durability on a transparent platform, so you can always see what your furry animal is doing. Key features: Durable durable plasticTransparent baseWire mesh upper with
bike, house, ladder and other Costs: $55Ferplast HAMSTERVILLE Hamster Habitat Cage, Sturdy Wooden StructureIf you don't like the idea of a plastic case for your hamster, check out this wooden structure aptly named Hamsterville. And that's exactly what it is: a small town that your hamster can call its own, with multi-storey living,
ramps, a house, a bike and more. Key features: Durable wood constructionLiquid-resistant porridgeRobust wire mesh structurePull-out tray for easy cleaning Rinsing bottle and feeding bowl23.6 x 13.4 x 19.3 inchesKost: $105Flyline House Design HamsterThis Hamster Cages hamster house has three-level mezzanine floors, making it a
virtual paradise for your pet. Three available doors: front, left and right, you have easy access with your pet anywhere he can hang out. Features: 21.25 x 14 x 23.5Bar space: 3/8Mezzanines, ladder, water bottle, play pipes, food bowl, hidden house and training wheel included x 5.5 Scale and Vertical Bars for Indexing AccountCost:
$45GNB Pet Super Large Hamster DIY Cage HabitatT doesn't yet have owner reviews on Amazon, but we still think it's worth a look. It's basically a fantasy of every hamster with lots of space and over 100 parts to make your furry friend create endless fun. Main features: 20 x 15 12,5100 + parts for DIY assembliesOn toxic materialsCost:
$60Homey Pet-3 or 1 Levels Chinchilla Ferret Rabbit Small Animals Crate pull Out TrayVed-out tray Easy cleaning and urine card to keep the surrounding area clean and tidy, Homey Pet Small Animal Crate is the perfect habitat that provides a clean environment for your pet and family. Main features: 3- or 1-level, blue or brown1-level
dimensions: L 26 x W 18 x H 21, wire spacing 0.83-level dimensions: L 30 x W 22 x H 46, wire spacing 1.1Plastic base separates waste to clean up hamster environmentUrine cover keeps surrounding area cleanPull-out tray for easy cleaningCost:1-Tier: $6030-Inch 3-Tier: $100Kaytee Critter Trail Starter Habitat Complete KitJust starts a
new hamster, gerbil or a small spur? Kaytee Critter Trail Starter Habitat Complete Kit includes everything you need to get started, even samples of food and bedding. Main features: 6 mm wire spacing16 long, 10-1/2 wide and 10 high-sex door lock Includes food container, water bottle, exercise bike and natural grassy nestCost: $30Kaytee
CritterTrail 2-level Habitat Kaytee CritterTrail 2-level Habitat includes a petting zone, endoque tower, impeller and tons of other features that ensure your hamster enjoys a vibrant and active lifestyle. Key features: Compatible with all CritterTrail accessoriesWire interval 0.25Petting zone, training bike, food dish and water bottle
includedFront door10.2 x 16 x 16Hinta: $45Kaytee My First Home Habitat Multi-Level for ExoticsCompared to other Kaytee hamster cages, this model is a little understated in design - but many hamster owners may prefer the subtlety look to the bright red, yellow and blues that are common to these cages. This is a multi-level habitat
suitable for small animals and even exotic pets. Key features: Deeper base litter so litter can be kept in cageMultiple levels to promote healthy activitySafe, solid plastic shelves and rampsEasy cleans 0.5 wire gap30 x 18Hinta: $70Kaytee Super Pet My First Hamster HomeThis hamster has a deep bottom that prevents the litter from
scattering outside the cage as your hamster rotates around her surroundings. This cage is an ideal setting for your first hamster as it has several levels of healthy promotion. Key features: Deeper base for the dumping of litter and bedding waste inside theSolidi plastic shelves rampsEasy cleanswire interval 0.511.2 x 5.1 x 13.5Hinta:
$25Lixit Animal Care Savic Hamster Heaven Metro CageThis cage is called Hamster Heaven for good reason: it's a virtual paradise for your little cripple. Easy to assemble with loads of accessories, you get everything you need to provide a long and happy life for your hamster. Key features: High-quality plasticIncludes tunnel assembly,
platforms and slidesExercise bike, bathroom area, food bowl and drink bottle included 31 1/2 x 20 x 20 Cost: $150Prevue Hendryx Deluxe Hamster and Gerbil CageA spacious, perfect habitat suitable for hamster or gerbil, Prevue Hendryx Deluxe Hamster Cage includes platforms and houses for privacy, and play. Main features:22 1/2 W x
12W x 12 1/2 H5/16 wire spat betweenSnap-off bases for high speed, easy cleaningExercise bike, chassis and houses includedLime green or bordeaux redCost: $40Prevue Pet Products SP2005BL Hamster HavenA a safe, active and colorful closet for your hamster, Prevue Pet Products Hamster Haven has everything you need to satisfy
your pet's natural instincts to explore and hide. Main features: 21 5/8 W x 13 3/8 W x 14 1/4 HIncludes base, slip ramp, concealed dot and training bikeBi-level cage with two support pointsBlue, orange, green or beigeCost: $40Prevue Pet Small Animal Home standIf you want to be able to easily move your hamster from room to room,

Prevue Pet Small Animal Home on Stand is the perfect solution. Habitat on a pedest stand with wheels to ensure easy portability, your hamster can follow you wherever you go to your entire home while staying safe in their habitat. Key features: Heavy tubular steel rack with plastic standIncludes one ramp and one chassisExtra deep pan
keeps bedding inside33-1/2 L x 20 1/2 W x 33 H15/16 wire spacingCost: $85Rosewood Pet Pico XL Pink &amp; Purple - Hamster &amp; Small Animal Home / CageA large, Rosewood Pet Pico XL Hamster Cage has a high-quality design and durable design, as well as bold pink and purple shades. If pink and purple aren't your thing, this
silver and green variation might appeal to you. Key features: 14.2 x 19.7 x 17.78.5mm bar spacing High quality design and constructionRamps and platforms for explorationCost: $60Savic Hamster Heaven Metro CageA real hamster paradise, Savic Hamster Heaven Metro Cage includes a hamster toilet (yes, really!), tunnels, platform,
house, feeding bowl and water bottle – it's the perfect all-in-one package that provides the ideal lifestyle for your new pet. Key features: 31 x 19 x 19Inded tunnels and to explore the platformHamster's house and toilet area is included Price includes bowl and water bottleCost: $200TOOGOO(R) Hamster CageMade ympäristöystävällisellä
ympäristöystävällisellä Plastic, TOOGOO(R) Hamster Cage is a multipurposed design that offers space to sleep, eat, play and relax. Key features: Two layers23 x 17 x 31 cmIncludes house, training bike and rampsRandom colorCost: $15Ware Chew Proof 25-inch Critter CagesIf you already have accessories and just want to change your
hamster cage, Ware Chew Proof 25-inch Critter Cage can be the perfect solution. It is easy to assemble, chew and basic, without accessories. Main features: 0.5 wire spacing25 W x 12-1/2 D x 12-1/2 HAll metal design with metal drop panPowder coated, chewy yarnWell-ventilatedCost: $30Ware Chew Proof Four Story Hamster CageIf
one story isn't enough for your furry friend, the Ware Chew Proof Four-Story Hamster Cage features the same durable design and chewy-resistant powder-coated wires as the model above, but four living levels for your pet to enjoy. Key features: Powder-coated wire attaches to a metal drop pan2 front door opening with a safety lock12-3/4
L x 17 L x 25 HIncludes ramps, shelves and plenty of space to roamCost: $35YML Clear Plastic Hamster/Mice Cage This clear plastic cage for hamsters provides you with excellent visibility to observe your pet's activities at any time. It comes in pink or green so you can match your décor or personal preferences, and comes with other
essentials as well. Main features: 18 L x 12 W x 12 HIncludes food container, water bottleWheel, training ball, playground and playground3/8 wire spacingKost: $40 Plastic and wood cages HamstersFerplast Plastic hamster cage ferplast, this version is made of plastic with wire mesh for ventilation. Transparent plastic provides excellent
visibility, so you can entertain for hours while watching the hamster run and play. Key features: Removable baseEasy to clean Can be connected to the modular habitats of the hamster15.94 x 11.61 Running wheel and tubes included In the price: $40Habitrail Cristal Hamster HabitatHabitrail is a well-known manufacturer of small animal
habitats. Cristal Hamster Habitat provides your hamster with a safe, comfortable and sustainable habitat with features that meet your pet's need to explore and hide. Key features: Excellent air circulationEasy cleans16 x 10 x 9.5Connects to other Habitrail items with patented lock connectors (sold separately)Cost: $25Habitrail TwistA
complete hamster habitat with unique cage design, Habitrail Twist offers 360 degree air circulation, transparent components so you can easily view your pet at all times, and a base designed to block sketches. Key features: Sliding lock that blocks unwanted escape roadsPlastic base provides an accessible view of the interiorSended
prevent a rushEasy from cleaningIncludes silent training bike8.5 x 20.5 x 10 Cost: $40JW 40JW Company Petville Habitats Roll-A-Coaster Small Animal HabitatTut This small animal environment is a rotating, rolling pet amusement park that offers hours of fun and enjoyment for you and your pet. Key features: Easy to open and
cleanIncludes for dwarf hamster fastening Suitable for hamsters, dwarf hamsters, mice and gerbilsCost: Est. $32Kaytee Critter Trail Triple Play 3 in 1 Habitat for HamstersThis 3-in-1 habitat offers three challenging environments for hoarding and entertaining, and includes essentials such as a bottle of water and a food container. Main
features: 17-1/4 long, 11-1/2 wide and 19-1/4 highNarrow wire gap and safe door locksIncludes wheel, water bottle and food container Create a tower, arch or tunnel habitat designKost: $40Kaytee CritterTrail Z Habitat Kaytee CritterTrail Z Habitat includes a observation tower that allows your pet to map its surroundings from a high
vantage point, and features an external impeller that doesn't take up valuable indoor play space in your pet's habitat. Key features: Compatible with all CritterTrail accessoriesLokout Tower, Outdoor sports bike and front door Also also includes a food container and water bottleBar spacing 0.25Flter: $40Kaytee Interpet Limited Superpet
Crittertrail One Small Pet CageA safe and safe environment for your hamster, Kaytee Interpet Limited Superpet CritterTrail Cage includes tons of accessories to ensure your pet has plenty of opportunities for exercise and entertainment. Main features: 6 mm wire spacing Food container, water bottle and training bike included Transferable
petting area and front door incompatible with all CritterTrail accessoriesCost: $30Kaytee Super Pet Crittertrail Pink One Level HabitatPerfect for a little girl's room that loves pink, Kaytee Super Pet CritterTrail Single-level Habitat includes all the bells and whistles you need for a comfortable habitat for your hemp. Key features: Includes a
food container, water bottle and exercise bike Mobile Petting Area and Front DoorBar interval of 0.25 Cost: $35Mcage 2 Solid Floor Levels Critter Trail HabitatIf you only have one or two hamsters, you might think four levels is a bit of an exaggeration. In that case, this Mcage with two solid floor levels might be exactly what you're looking
for. It's completely transparent, which means you can enjoy the joy of your furry friend and play at any time. Key features: Expandable with other McAge accessoriesWire body 0.5 spacing Water bottle, food containers and training wheel are included at each level From one set to another cage for even more space: $35Mcage 4 Level
Hamster CageT has a massive, 4-level hamster cage with a large training ball habitat and three other training wheels - one on each level. Suitable for one or more hamsters or small animals, this habitat is a hamster's dream. Main features: 3 levels where door, plus top level with a large training ball Includes a bottle of water, 3 feeding
dishes and 4 training wheelsPlay tubes are included in additional stimulationBar mode: 3/16; Bar thickness: 1/16.16(W) x 11(D) x 25(H)3 color options: Blue, green and orangeKost: $50Niteangel Large Wooden Hamster cageNiteangel large wooden hamster cage is not made of metal or plastic like most habitats; Instead, it is made of
natural, harmless China-6. Since there is no varnish on the surface, you can be sure that you will not expose your pet to harmful chemicals as well. Key features: Rust-blocking wire mesh roof3 ladder to connect layersSen visibility and airflow3-level lifecycle45.5 x 23.5 x 23Hinta: $130Pawhut 3 Story Happy Hamster Habitat Pet Critter
CageThe Pawhut offers an animal-friendly, three-tier design where your pets can roam and explore. With multiple exercise, play and relaxation platforms, your hamster will never get tired of this habitat. Main features: Powder-coated bars for a safety water bottle, food containers and training wheels includedPlay tube system promotes
healthy operationMultiple access doors From multiple cages to wide-ranging setup22 L x 12.5 W x 22 HCost: $45Ware Critter Universe The Great Wall Critter Habitat ExpansionJos really want to go all-out and give your hamster the ultimate action of interest, The Great Wall Critter Habitat Expansion is the perfect fix. It is fully assembled
and easily combines with other modular cage systems to expand your pet's universe and provide endless entertainment. Main features: 18-3/4 W x 5-1/2 D x 19-1/2 H3-walled animal universeFood bowl, water bottle, ramps and training bike includedCost: $42Ware Manufacturing Spin City Health Club HabitatT has the perfect hamster
habitat with Critter Cyclometer, a digital counter that measures every revolution on the training bike so you can see exactly how far your pet has wandered (in place, of course!). If that's not cool enough for you, the elukka-teeter totter and spiral slider might just convince you that this is your ultimate fun furry pet. Key features: 16 L x 9-1/2
W x 14-1/2 HIncludes food container, water bottle, training ball with digital counterCritter teeter totter and spiral slideCritter Cyclometer measures every revolution on the training bikeCost: $35 Adventure Add-Ons for HamstersHabitrail OVO AdventureOffering plenty space for your ham toster toster, explore Habitrail OVO Adventure Pack
can be configured however you want, leaving endless possibilities – especially if you add it to other Habitrail destinations to create a custom luxury pad for your hamster. Key features: Customizable Ample mode to hike and exploreTracable roof makes it easier clean and maintainincludes transport unit, 2 10-inch paths, 1 Tee and 1
CubeCost: $17Habitrail OVO Dwarf Dwarf HabitatIf you have a dwarf hamster or plan to adopt one, Habitrail OVO Dwarf Hamster Habitat is a must get. This habitat is modular and compatible with all other Habitrail sites. It uses a small hose of Habitrail Mini paths and provides endless entertainment for the dwarf hamster. Key features:
Easy to assembleEasy purely expandable with other Habitrail itemsEasy to open ready-made access to petsIncludes bike, stairs, hideout, food container, nest, transport unit and pipesCost: $35Habitrail Ovo HomeTherail Habit Ovo Home, like other Habitrail products, can be expanded to include other kits and components. However, on its
own, it is still the perfect habitat for your hamster, which consists of a transparent cage with a retractable roof and accessories that you need to keep your pet happy and healthy. Key features: Wide retractable roof Air vents provide rotation preventing sketchesFront and rear locks for your pet's safetyRounded corners prevent irritable
cleansingCost: $27Habitrail OVO Mini MazeThis mini mazeThis mini maze mazelo is an add-on that works with Habitrail habitats. This component provides your pet with space to hide, play or sleep. Key features: Attaches to most Habitrail cages The opening in thelarge door facilitates the availability of a chewy labyrinthIncludes chewable
cardboard labyrinthineRetractable door makes it easier to get into your pet Kost: $9Habitrail OVO Suite Habitrail OVO Suite offers endless entertainment for your furry friend. It has a deep bottom design that keeps litter in, and retractable doors that make it easier for the hamster to get in and easy cleaning. Key features: Includes a
convenient transport unit Customizable doors for easy cleaningScape-resistant modular unit Includes food container, hideout, transport unit, paths, cube and wheelCost: $45Kaytee My First Home Tank TopperA slightly different to take a hamster cage, Kaytee My First Home Tank Topper converts any 10-gallon tank into a working hamster
habitat, transforming it into a multilevel high rise with plenty of space for a hairy animal. It does not contain the tank itself, but it is a great option if you already have a 10-gallon tank and need a habitat for a hamster. Key features: Includes comfort shelves, With safety ramps, food container, water bottle and hideoutChew-resistant coated
wire and stainproof plastic parts20 long, 10 wide, 10 highBar interval 0.5 Cost: $40Niteangel Natural Living Tunnel System, Small Animal HouseT's two-storey house is ideal for hamsters or mice with a tower, tunnel and multiple opportunities for climbing and exploring. Although not a completely closed habitat, it is a great addition to the
perfect cage, as above Niteangel's wooden cage so that your new pet really feels at home. Key features: Tower, tunnel and various climbing opportunities Natural wood design2-storey entertainmentCost: $25 Travel Travel CagesKaytee CritterTrail Carry &amp; Go Travel HabitatT This tourist environment is perfect when you need to take
your pets with you. It has a carrying handle that facilitates portability, so it is ideal for temporary housing while cleaning your pet's primary habitat and other temporary uses. Key features: Handy carry handle4 ounce water bottle and corner food container includedBar range 0,258 x 12,5 x 7,5Paina only 1,7 poundsKust: $15Interpet Limited
Superpet Crittertrail Off To School Pet CarrierJos you need a temporary habitat to keep your hamster safe, when cleaning his cage or looking for a convenient travel agency, Interpet Limited Superpet Crittertrail Off To School Pet Carrier is a sweet option suitable for dwarf hamsters, gerbils, hamsters, mice and other small animals. Key
features: 7.25 high, 8.25 widePush base, turn down the front door to make it easily accessibleConvenient travel agentCost: $13Misyue Portable Carrier Launcher Launcher Cage kept a place for your hamster to hang out safely when you clean his cage? Maybe you want to take her out and enjoy some time in the sun. In either case, the
Misyue Portable Carrier is the perfect solution. Key features: Water bottle includedBig window opening for easy cleaningSafe ABS material5.5 x 8 x 5Fly: $16 for $16
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